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Hi.  I’m Carly, a certified hot sauce-ologist. 

This is my story:

It all started at a small outdoor café in Eureka Springs, Arkansas. It was seasonal work for me, but the days were 
very long in this beloved town where tens of thousands of people visit every year.

As the café business grew, and it became the taste-testing grounds for various hot sauces we created. 

Well-traveled visitors kept telling us how much they liked it, and it made us wonder if there was a market for it.

With that, I immediately connected with a culinary hot sauce engineer (yes, that’s a real thing!). I left our 
conversation with greater hope for creating a company around my idea. 

In a brainstorming session with friends, the words “Mundi Sauce” mentally appeared. Since my hot sauces are 
inspired by all the great tastes from around the world, I now had the perfect name for them.

We took the business idea to professors and consultants at the University of Arkansas. They suggested we fill out 
an application to be admitted into their entrepreneur incubator program. With our fingers crossed, we took the first 
step toward taking Mundi Sauce to the next level.

To my surprise, we won everyone over and we got accepted into the program. Though there were still many 
hurdles to overcome (this industry is a trick one). We had the guidance we needed to take the hot sauce world by 
storm.

In the first few months of operation . . .

• We sold over 40 cases in 11 weeks.
• Mundi Sauce was featured in the local newspapers. 
• Our labels were commissioned & created by a well-known mural artist from Los Angeles. (Steven Lopez)
• Several local restaurants started carrying our brand and making it their house hot sauce.
• 24 stores started carrying it as well as our wholesale distribution started to build.
• Our sauces got certified as FDA approved and gluten-free.
• We won first place in the highly-competitive Louisiana hot sauce competition.

Our story has only begun, but so far it has been an exciting experience as Mundi Sauce prepares for world 
domination!

Hearing people tell us how much they love our hot sauces is quite fulfilling, and they continue to be the inspiration 
for what we do here at Mundi Sauce.

Join us in the next chapter of my story. Give Mundi Sauce a try and tell us what you think!

Mundi Sauce is proudly made in Eureka Springs, Arkansas. Find us on Facebook & http://mundisauce.com.
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